
Videos:  See 11 minute Crash Course Economics #18

for review of Marginal Analysis (Presentations #1 & 

#2) AND an introduction to Elasticity (this 

presentation) and/or see 6 minute AC/DC Econ 

introduction to Elasticity

Finally, watch 7 minute REVIEW of Elasticity after 

going through this whole slideshow

Presentation #3: Elasticity
Elasticity is about analyzing how much Quantity Demanded (QD) or Quantity Supplied (QS) changes when there is a change in Price (P)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3midaQqm7NM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHcblIxiAAk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eylEJ8OKFKE


Imagine that the prices of each of the goods listed bellow in 

GREEN doubles. 

How would the price increase affect the quantity demanded?  

IT DEPENDS (on elasticity of demand)

Are some items more “price sensitive” than others?  

YES (because elasticity of demand varies)

Taco Bell Tacos, Medicine, Gasoline, Luxury Yachts, Milk

Knowing how consumers will respond to a change in price is 

extremely useful to firms

Why?
It helps them decide what to charge and when, if ever, to have sales

It helps them determine how many substitutes are in the market

It is also used by the government to decide when and how much to tax

Measuring the price sensitivity of consumers is what the “Elasticity 

of Demand” is all about 



How do the cartoons show Inelastic Demand?  
Why is demand for milk inelastic (less sensitive to price)?



Inelastic Demand

If price increases, quantity demanded will fall a little

If price decreases, quantity demanded increases a little

In other words, people will continue to buy a 

product despite higher prices. 

20%

5%

INelastic Demand = Quantity is INsensitive to a change in price. 

Examples of Products with Inelastic Demand

•Gasoline

•Milk

•Diapers

An INELASTIC demand curve is steep! (looks like an “I”)

•Chewing Gum

•Medical Care

•Toilet paper

General Characteristics of INelastic Goods:

Few Substitutes

Necessities

Small portion of income

Required now, rather than later

Elasticity coefficient less than 1



How doe the cartoons show Elastic Demand?
Why is the demand for soda elastic (more sensitive to price)?



Elastic Demand

If price increases, quantity demanded will fall a lot

If price decreases, quantity demanded increases a lot. 

In other words, the amount people buy is sensitive to price. 

Elastic Demand = Quantity is sensitive to a change in price. 

An ELASTIC demand curve is flat!
Examples of products with more elastic demand:

•Soda

•Boats

•Beef

•Real Estate

•Pizza

•Gold

General Characteristics of Elastic Goods:

Many Substitutes

Luxuries
Large portion of income

Plenty of time to decide

Elasticity coefficient >1
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Question: Is this demand curve 

elastic or inelastic?

Answer: It depends on where 

you are on the curve
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Question: Is this demand curve 

elastic or inelastic?

Answer: It depends on where 

you are on the curve
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The Point: 
Elasticity varies even along a 

linear demand curve.

Elasticity is NOT the same as 

slope!

-50%

+10%

-10%

+100%
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$50

$40

$30

$20

$10

B

X

Y

Be able to calculate the Price Elasticity of 

Demand (PED) from A to B and from X to Y

Answers:  A to B = - 5 (>1 = elastic) 

X to Y = - .5 (<1 = inelastic)



Perfectly Elastic & Inelastic & Unit Elastic

Perfectly INELASTIC (Coefficient = 0)

Q: What if % change in quantity demanded equals % change in price?
A:  This is called “Unit Elastic” (the Coefficient =1)

Q: What if a consumer will pay any price (ex: demand for insulin of a diabetic)? 
price?
A:  This is called “Perfectly Inelastic” (the Coefficient = 0)

Q: What if even the smallest change in price causes consumer to by a different 
product (ex: to download same song from one streaming service or another)?

A:  This is called “Perfectly Elastic” (the Coefficient = ∞)

Unit ELASTIC (Coefficient = 1) Perfectly ELASTIC (Coefficient = ∞)



Practice:  Calculate the PED & 

identify whether the PED is elastic, 

inelastic, or unit-elastic.

1. The price of hats increase by 10% and QD 

decreases by 50%. A: Elastic = 5

2. The price of water increases from $2 to $3 and QD 

decreases by 10%. A: Inelastic = 0.2

3. The price of gasoline increases from $2 to $4 and 

QD decreases by 1%. A: Inelastic = 0.01

4. The price of gum increases from $1 to $1.25 and 

QD decreases by 25%. A: Unit Elastic = 1
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Elasticity of Demand Visualized
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The elasticity of demand coefficient is always negative. 

These numbers are the ABSOLUTE VALUE





Price Elasticity of Supply
Measures how sensitive quantity supplied is to a change in price

Q:  Do you think that the SUPPLY of fidget 

spinners is inelastic or elastic? Why? 

A:  The supply of fidget spinner is elastic. 

Manufactures were able to make them 

quickly so the quantity supplied was very 

sensitive to a change in price. 



Price Elasticity of Supply
Elasticity of supply shows how sensitive producers are to a change in price. 

Elasticity of supply is typically based on time limitations.

Producers need time to produce more.

Inelastic Supply = Insensitive 

to a change in price

Most goods have Inelastic 

supply in the short-run

Elastic Supply = Sensitive to a 

change in price 

Most goods have elastic 

supply in the long-run

Perfectly Inelastic Supply = 

QS doesn’t change 

Set quantity supplied 

(Vertical line)
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Elasticity of Supply Visualized
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Elasticity & Total Revenue (P x Q)
Explained in 2 minutes by Mr. Clifford

D

Relatively Inelastic Demand

D

Relatively Elastic Demand

Initial Price = Yellow Box & New Price = Red Box

What happens to quantity for each when price increases? 
Quantity Demanded of inelastic item decreases a little…Quantity demanded of elastic item decreases a lot

What happens to total revenue for each when price increases?
Total Revenue (PxQ) of inelastic item decreases a little…Total Revenue (PxQ) demanded of elastic item 

decreases a lot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlRyUmbAPwg


The “Total Revenue Test”
Uses elasticity to show how changes in price will affect total revenue (TR).

Ex: If the demand for gas is inelastic, what will happen to 

total revenue for gas stations if price increases?

Inelastic Demand

Price increase causes TR to increase (P↑= TR↑)

Price decrease causes TR to decrease (P↓= TR↓)

Elastic Demand 

Price increase causes TR to decrease (P↑= TR↓)

Price decrease causes TR to increase (P↓= TR↑)

Unit Elastic

Price changes and TR remains unchanged 



Use Total Revenue Test (PxQ) to determine if in the range between 

A and B, the sensitivity to price is elastic, inelastic, or unit elastic?  

A

B

10 x 100 =$1000 Total Revenue

5 x 225 =$1125 Total Revenue

Price decreased and TR increased, 

so…

Demand is ELASTIC

125%

50%



Cross-Price Elasticity
Cross-Price elasticity shows how sensitive a product is to a change in price of 

another good.  It shows if two goods are substitutes or complements

% change in Price of product “a”
% change in Quantity of product “b”

If coefficient is positive (shows direct relationship) then the goods 
are substitutes

If coefficient is negative (shows inverse relationship) then the 
goods are complements

P increases 20% Q decreases 40%Q increases 40%



2. The price of Netflix increases by 40% and the 

quantity demanded of Blu-ray discs increases by 10%. 

Calculate the cross-price elasticity of demand & 

identify the type of goods Netflix and Blu-ray movies 

are. 
0.25, Substitutes

Be able to explain answer the following questions

(see previous slide if confused)

1. The price of inkjet printers increases by 25% and the 

quantity demanded of ink cartridges decreases by 50%. 

Calculate the cross-price elasticity of demand & 

identify the type of goods inkjet printers and ink 

cartridges are.
-2, Complements



Income elasticity shows how sensitive a product is to a change 

in INCOME.  It shows if goods are normal or inferior

% change in income
% change in quantity demanded

If coefficient is positive (shows direct relationship) then the good is 
a NORMAL good

If coefficient is negative (shows inverse relationship) then the good 
is an INFERIOR good

Ex: If income falls 10% and quantity demanded falls 20% 
= NORMAL GOOD

Ex:  Income increases 20%, and quantity demanded decreases 

15% then the good is a =

Income Elasticity
Explained in 2 Minutes by Mr. Clifford

INFERIOR GOOD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ig7igjoGyjM
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